E-NEWS Bulletin
Air pollution: NGT notice to 13 cement firms for violation
NEW DELHI: National Green Tribunal on Tuesday issued notices to 13 cement manufacturers in Delhi and the rest of
NCR for allegedly violating its order on overloading of vehicles. It also pulled up the companies for allegedly flouting
provisions of the Motor Vehicles Act and causing air pollution. Read More
(Times of India | Mar 02, 2016)
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Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/delhi/Air-pollution-NGT-notice-to-13-cement-firms-for-violation/articleshow/51216182.cms

PIL on industrial waste dumping sites
AHMEDABAD: An NGO Shree Mahila Charitable Trust filed four PILs in Gu jarat high court (HC) on Wednesday against
the government's decision to choose spots within 500 metre. Read More
(Times of India | Mar 03, 2016)
Source: http://epaperbeta.timesofindia.com/Article.aspx?eid=31805&articlexml=PIL-on-industrial-waste-dumping-sites-03032016004039

173 polluting units found in Mandoli area
NEW DELHI: A survey of Mandoli Industrial Area has found 173 polluting units and gross violations of pollution
control norms. Therefore, the Public Grievances Commission has ordered the filing of criminal cases against violators
and told Delhi Pollution Control Committee to start sealing those units. Read More
(Times of India | Mar 03, 2016)
Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/delhi/173-polluting-units-found-in-Mandoli-area/articleshow/51231590.cms

Stop polluting or quit business: Arlekar to coal handlers
VASCO: Environment and Forest Minister Rajendra Arlekar has warned the coal handling units at Mormugao Port
Trust (MPT) as well as bauxite exporters and wood-chip importers to either adopt stringent measures to stop
pollution in Vasco or quit the business. Read More
(Heraldgoa | Mar 03, 2016)
Source: http://www.heraldgoa.in/Goa/Stop-polluting-or-quit-business-Arlekar-to-coal-handlers/99549.html

Sensors to curb pollution 24x7 soon
In what the government is pushing as a “revolution” in curbing pollution, electronic sensors will be installed in 80 per
cent of polluting industries by March 31, by which the government hopes to monitor emissions round the clock.
Read More

(Asianage | Mar 08, 2016)

Source: http://www.asianage.com/india/sensors-curb-pollution-24x7-soon-377

Govt. to change law to act against polluting industries on the basis of online evidence
NEW DELHI: The Centre will make necessary changes in existing law to enable use of online data as legal evidence
against polluting industries if such units violate permissible emission\effluent limits. Read More (Times of India | Mar 08, 2016)
Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/environment/pollution/Govt-to-change-law-to-act-against-polluting-industries-on-the-basis-of-onlineevidence/articleshow/51302582.cms

વેરાવળમાાં મોડીરાત્રે ભેદી ધડાકોોઃ શહેર ભર ઉંઘમાાંથી જાગ્યાં
વેરાવળ: વેરાવળની ઇન્ડીયન રે યોન કંપનીમાં આજે મોડીરાત્રે જોરદાર ભેદી ધડાકો થતાં આખુ વેરાવળ શહેર ભર ઉંઘમાંથી જાગી
ગયું હત.ું તેમજ આ ભેદી ધડાકાનો અવાજ આસપાસના ગામડાઓમાં પણ સંભળાતા ગભરાટ ફેલાઇ ગયો હતો. Read More
(Gujarat Samachar | Mar 09, 2016)
Source: http://www.gujaratsamachar.com/index.php/articles/display_article/veraval-gujarat-blast-detonated-hydrogen-cylinders

Environmental factors behind nearly quarter of global deaths: WHO
GENEVA: One in four deaths worldwide are due to environmental factors like air, water and soil pollution, as well as
unsafe roads and workplace stress, the World Health Organization (WHO). Read More
(Times of India | Mar 15, 2016)
Source:http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/environment/pollution/Environmental-factors-behind-nearly-quarter-of-global-deathsWHO/articleshow/51405697.cms

Govt. notifies environment norms for new gensets
NEW DELHI: The Centre has notified stringent environment standards to make cities and towns shift to less polluting
and quieter gensets. Read More
(Times of India | Mar 23, 2016)
Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/environment/pollution/Govt-notifies-environment-norms-for-new-gensets/articleshow/51520911.cms

New rules encourage use of plastic waste in making roads
AHMEDABAD: Plastic waste disposal has been a concern for the local bodies as it can potentially suffocate the earth
for hundreds of years. Read More
(Times of India | Mar 26, 2016)
Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/ahmedabad/New-rules-encourage-use-of-plastic-waste-in-making-roads/articleshow/51556268.cms

